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Abstract

Gaining highly skilled human capital is one of the primary reasons for corporate merg-
ers and acquisitions (M&A), especially for knowledge intensive industry. However,
the inevitable tensions brought by the divergent cultures and organizational misalign-
ment during the M&A process result in high talent turnover rate and ultimately the
integration failure. Hence, it is imperative to understand and prepare for the poten-
tial effects of M&A process on the employee turnover. To this end, we propose a novel
dual-fit model induced heterogeneous Graph Neural Network (GNN) model to predict
the talent turnover trend in the post-M&A process, by taking into account the complex
relationship among the acquirer firm, the acquiree firm, and the acquired employees.
Specifically, we creatively design a dual-fit model comprised of both the firm-level com-
patibility and employee-firm fit. Extensive evaluations on large-scale real-world data
clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

Introduction

Over the past few decades, mergers and acquisitions (M&A) have become one of the major strategies
for business to grow and expand market shares. Driven by an essential need for growth, waves of M&A
transactions have reached a historical high, particularly in the technology industry. For example, U.S.
mergers and acquisitions sustained a vigorous pace in the first quarter of 2019, with 900 transactions
and a total market valuation of $79.5 billion, a 35% increase year over year (YoY)1. “Acqui-hiring”
is a trending M&A-based hiring strategy to effectively reinforce the talent pool and boost enterprise
value2 (Chen et al., 2021; Kim, 2020). To gain and sustain financial benefits of M&A transactions (e.g.
revenue andmarket share gains), companies should also ensure that they have propermanagement prac-
tices and right workforce targets to maintain the acquired intangible assets, i.e., talents. Unfortunately,
recent studies (Kim, 2020) revealed a notable “acqui-quitting” trend, i.e., 33% of acquired workers quit
their jobs within the first year of their employers being acquired. From the moment M&A deals are

1https://www.aerotek.com/en/insights/power-through-m-and-a-disruption-with-a-strong-talent-strategy
2https://www.business-sale.com/insights/for-buyers/acquihiring-ma-strategy-to-boost-talent-pool-and-enterprise-value-221601
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announced (or rumored), they can bring profound organizational and cultural changes and disruptions
for employees through the integration process (Lee and Pennings, 1996). To sustain productivity and
ensure long-term benefits, it is imperative to understand and foresee potential post-M&A talent flows.

Numerous studies have investigated M&A activities from various aspects, including financial perfor-
mance outcomes, pre-merger firm-level compatibility, organizational culture and ex-ante M&A expe-
riences, andM&A integration process (Das and Kapil, 2012; Trichterborn et al., 2016). While financial
outcomes have received considerable attention in M&A studies (Thanos and Papadakis, 2012), post-
M&A employee turnover is still under-explored. Only a handful of recent studies started focusing on
M&A-related employee turnover by understanding employee attitudes through individual-level pri-
mary survey data (Kyei-Poku and Miller, 2013). There is a complex mechanism behind employee
turnovers, whose driving factors may include M&A deal characteristics, managerial effects, organiza-
tional compatibility and cultural fit (Bauer and Matzler, 2014; Kim, 2020).

To tackle the post-M&Aemployee turnover prediction problem, there are several unique challenges: (1)
While the majority of existing literature concentrates on firm-level characteristics, we argue that com-
patibility between employees and the acquirer firm cannot be overlooked. Indeed, the M&A turnover
involve three primary entities, namely, the acquirer firm, the acquiree firm, and the acquired employ-
ees. We need a holistic understanding of employee attrition impacted by M&A events, considering not
only the acquirer to acquiree compatibility, but also employees to acquirer firm fit. (2) To study this
three-way relationship naturally requires various data describing these three entities comprehensively.
However, such a collection of data is typically large-scale, heterogeneous and often unstructured, such
as company profile descriptions. Thoughtful data preparation step is needed next to utilize abundant
available unstructured data to extract meaningful information. (3) Traditional classification models
cannot properly handle the complexity of the three-way relationship along with the heterogeneous and
unstructured data. Advanced machine learning models are needed to effectively integrate and release
the full potential of the comprehensive data.

To address the aforementioned challenges, our paper proposes a novel graph neural network-based
method to examine the “fit” among these three parties and understand their impacts on employee
turnover. In particular, we propose a Dual-fit model: an Organization to Organization fit (O-O fit)
as the measure of firm-level compatibility and complementarity and a Person to Organization fit (P-O
fit) as the “fit” measure between the acquired employees and the acquirer. Our focus here is whether
we could effectively predict the impact of M&A on acquired employee turnover escalation, measured
as the difference between pre-M&A vs. post-M&A turnover rates.

To this end, we obtain a large-scale heterogeneous dataset with more than 2,500 M&A transactions
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from Crunchbase and over 806K talents’ employment profiles from LinkedIn, which enables us to
perform fine-grained level analysis covering various factors. Then we perform data preprocessing and
feature engineering to restructure the heterogenous data as well as to extract useful patterns based on
the text data about company profiles and employee job records. Next, to extract the complex hidden
relationship, we propose a novel dual-fit model induced heterogeneous Graph Neural Network (GNN)
model to perform a fine-grained level analysis of turnover likelihood of various types of employees.
The extracted informative node feature representations of the three-way relationships can reveal rich
semantic, structural patterns that would have not been uncovered by the traditional classificationmodels
or homogeneous graph models. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments and ablation studies on
real-world data to demonstrate that the proposed framework has superior prediction performance over
state-of-the-art bench-marking methods, and provide insightful discussions to showcase the advantage
of the dual-fit model design.

Literature Review

M&A and Employee Turnover. Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are referred to the events of com-
bining/merging two independent firms into one single entity. Extant literature aimed at understanding
M&A events by studying motivations, organizational relatedness, and M&A effects on performance,
especially on financial outcomes (e.g. stock price, profitability, and return on investment) or produc-
tivity (e.g. patents) (Narayanan et al., 2019; Schuler and Jackson, 2001). Although scholars have
primarily focused on the impact of M&A on financial outcomes, there is a lack of attention on the
employee-focused outcomes of M&A. It may be partially attributed to the difficulties in collecting the
attitude and behavior data from employees throughout the M&A process. However, it is crucial to
understand the employee side of M&A outcomes to evaluate the deal success. A few studies started
to analyze the link between employee turnover and M&A performance by exploring human related
factors such as culture, management, poor motivation (Krug et al., 2014; Kyei-Poku and Miller, 2013).

Turnover Theory. There are many important turnover theories in management literature to explain
why employees leave their organizations (Hom et al., 2017), such as the organizational equilibrium
theory (March and Simon, 1993), the unfolding model (Lee et al., 1999), and job embeddedness the-
ory (Mitchell and Lee, 2001). The organizational equilibrium theory perhaps was the most foundational
model, which emphasizes two major aspects: the ease of job movement and the personal intention of
leaving (March and Simon, 1993). Turnover researchers are actively exploring other significant an-
tecedents to explain employee turnover, for example, social relationship (Teng et al., 2019) and the
organizational structure (Sun et al., 2019). Recently, Steigenberger and Mirc (2020) emphasized that
organizational and especially under-studied occupational identification have strong influence on em-
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ployee turnover decisions. Many turnover studies investigate the collective turnover, while there are
much more voluntary turnover studies over involuntary ones (Hausknecht and Trevor, 2011). Also,
turnover research has been conducted over various levels (individual, group/unit, and organization)
and different industries and professions (e.g. IT professions (Joseph et al., 2007)). In our paper, we
focus on the collective turnover at the firm level, with emphasis on the impacts of organizational level
factors as well as the occupational employee group factors on the turnover.

Organizational Fit and Person-Organization Fit. There are many dimensions when evaluating the
match between the target firm and the acquirer firm. A prominent strategicmanagement research stream
studies around the impact of the fit between the firm pairs on the M&A success (Bauer and Matzler,
2014; Homburg and Bucerius, 2006). In the school of strategic management literature, the core con-
cept is a high compatibility (relatedness or similarity) in the management styles and organizational
culture can effectively increases the value creation and boost synergy realization (Bauer and Matzler,
2014; Palich et al., 2000). In other words, the similarity increases the performance and also reduces
the potential cultural conflicts during the integration process. A few studies focus on the measure of
the similarity of the firm level characteristics between the acquirer and acquiree, such as the match or
compatibility among the company pair as measured in several proximity metrics, which are discussed
in Table 4 (King et al., 2004; Shi et al., 2016; Tuch and O’Sullivan, 2007), In addition to the firm
level compatibility, we also need to consider the Person-Organization fit (P-O fit) when considering
employee turnover. P-O fit has been defined as “the compatibility between the employee and organi-
zation” and has been described as “a multidimensional construct consisting of three determinants of fit:
values, personality, and environment” (O’Reilly III et al., 1991; Westerman and Cyr, 2004). However,
the changes brought by the M&A may cause employees from the acquired company feel misfit with
the acquirer company based on the new visions, management styles, and culture shock (Buono and
Bowditch, 2003). Although a vast amount of extant research studied P-O fit based on primary data
such as interviews and surveys about the job satisfaction and employee turnover intention (Greenwood
et al., 1994), in this work we will more rely on the objective data of P-O fit under the impact of M&A.

Graph Neural Networks. Our methodology relates to the broad literature of Graph Neural Networks
(GNN) models. GNN models have recently caught wide and unprecedented attention in data mining
and machine learning communities as there are a growing number of applications where data are rep-
resented in the forms of graphs/networks. According to the types of nodes and/or edges in a network,
GNN models can be classified into homogeneous network-based models (only single type of node and
edge) and heterogeneous network-based models (with multiple types of nodes and/or edges). As for
homogeneous GNNs, convolutional GNNs appeared to be the mainstream and popular models: in-
cluding DCNN (Atwood and Towsley, 2016), GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2016), and GAT (Veličković
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics

Variable Count Variable Mean Std Min Max

# M&A deals 2,566 # M&A deals per acquirer 1.38 1.31 1 24
# acquirers 1,861 # M&A deals per acquiree 1 0 1 1
# acquirees 2,566 # industry keywords per acquirer 3.73 1.89 1 13
# geo-locations 947 # industry keywords per acquiree 3.3 1.63 1 11
# industry keywords 48 # investors per acquirer 3.53 3.19 1 23
# investors 3,758 # investors per acquiree 3.52 2.61 1 18
# employees 806,536 # employees per acquiree 327.31 1,717.94 1 43,175
# employee groups 64 # employees per employee group 15,985.91 22,447.95 44 118,910
# job records 1,212,319 # employee groups per acquiree 11.32 11.52 1 60

et al., 2018). To cope with more complex heterogeneous networks, heterogeneous GNNs were later
developed, which consists of proximity-preserving-based models, message-passing-based models, and
relation-learning-based models (Yang et al., 2020). Our model fits into the class of message-passing
methods, where representative models include RGCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018), HAN (Wang et al.,
2019), and HGT (Hu et al., 2020).

In our study, we integrate both of O-O fit and P-O fit among the acquirer-acquiree-employee relation-
ship into a heterogeneous graph neural network for a more holistic understanding of theM&A turnover.
Based on the constructed comprehensive graph, a set of diverse driving factors in evaluating the dual
fit has been incorporated together, such as the acquirer companies’ past acquired experiences, the in-
dustry/business relatedness, top management team and so on. Comparing with the existing work, more
nuanced relationship among these three parties can be captured in the GNN based network.

Data and Preliminary Analysis

M&A Data Collection

Our data are collected from two sources. The first is Crunchbase, a premier database of startup activi-
ties, investments and funding information. It is well-recognized and has rising potential for economic
and managerial research (Butler et al., 2020; Dalle et al., 2017). We rely on this database to gather firm
demographics, M&A deals, investments, and firms’ key members. The second data source is LinkedIn,
one of the major professional networking platforms. It has been used as a major data source in various
studies to help understand career paths Lappas, 2020 and labor markets Liu et al., 2020b. Likewise,
we acquired employee profiles (e.g., job titles and career history) from LinkedIn.

Our data collection process starts with sampling M&A deals. And we restrict our focus to the M&A
deals completed after year 2000 (inclusive) and the acquirees founded after 1990 (inclusive) with head-
quarters in the United States. To avoid any discrepancies, the two data sources are then linked by en-
suring exact matching of firm names. Individuals’ profiles are largely retained for the sake of capturing
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more prominent career mobility patterns. Table 1 showcases our data sample’s descriptive statistics.

Employee Group (EMG)

We note again that a main objective of our research is to understand the impact of M&A transactions on
the turnover rate of various types of employees. We therefore carefully categorize employees according
to their occupational genres, which include functionality (FUN) and responsibility (RES). Given a job
title, we extract FUN and RES using the method proposed by Liu et al., 2020a. The procedure of
constructing employee groups is outlined as follows. We begin by classifying each job title according
to its relationship to the two genres. Job term embeddings are then obtained by applying a pre-trained
word embedding model, GloVe Pennington et al., 2014, which encodes semantic meaning into vectors.
Next, mini-batchK-Means clustering is employed on the two genres of job term embeddings to generate
genre-specific clusters for the job titles. To determine the proper number of clusters for two genres
respectively, we employ the Elbow method Thorndike, 1953 and choose KFUN = 8 and KRES = 8.
The common job terms in FUN and RES groups are documented in Section Common Job Terms. Our
final employee groups are determined by the joint genre-specific cluster IDs. For example, suppose
that firm i belongs to CFUN

i = 3 and CRES
i = 5, its employee group is defined as Ci = {3, 5}. With

such clustering outcomes, we observe an average of 11.32 employee groups per acquiree and 16K
employees per employee group, as indicated in Table 1.

M&A Event

Buffer Period
(3 months)

Pre-M&A Period
(18 months)

Post-M&A Period
(18 months)

Figure 1. Illustration of three periods for M&A events.

Target Variable

Here, we elaborate how the target variable Turnover Escalation is defined in our study. We define
Turnover Escalation as the significant rise of turnover rate in the post-M&A period compared with
that in the pre-M&A period. Regarding any M&A event, we formally define three distinct periods as
shown in Figure 1. To ensure sufficient data records, we set 18-month observation window for pre-
and post-M&A periods. Meanwhile, we embed a 3-month buffer period prior to the M&A event date
to eliminate possible turnover data contamination due to internal message leakage. Note that Turnover
Escalation is computed at the level of Acquirer - Acquiree - Employee_Group (ACR-ACE-EMG).
Given pre- and post-M&A periods, we first aggregate the number of turnovers in EMG group k for
any M&A event between acquirer i and acquiree j, i.e., Npre

ijk and Npost
ijk . With the total number of

employees N total
jk in EMG group k of acquiree j, we calculate the difference of turnover rates between

pre-M&A and post-M&A periods as:

∆Rijk = Rpost
ijk −Rpre

ijk =
Npost

ijk

N total
jk

−
Npre

ijk

N total
jk

. (1)
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Acquiree Company
1,959 nodes

Acquirer Company
1,434 nodes

Employee Group
64 nodes

Geo-location
813 nodes

Geo-location
813 nodes

Business Category
663 nodes

Business Category
663 nodes

Investor
3,167 nodes

Investor
3,167 nodes

located	in
1,434	edges

belong	to
5,488	edges

invested	by
3,221	edges

acquire
1,959	edges

work	in
20,258	edges

invested	by
4,357	edges

located	in
1,959	edges

belong	to
6,480	edges

Figure 2. The meta graph of Heterogeneous Organization-Employee Graph
Lastly, we perform proportion tests of ∆Rijk > 0 and label Turnover Escalation = 1 if the difference
is significant at the level of significance 0.01, otherwise Turnover Escalation = 0.

Methodology

We formulate the task of post-M&A turnover prediction as the following binary classification prob-
lem: given an acquirer company denoted by ACRi, an acquiree company denoted by ACEj , a group
(type) of employees in acquiree company EMGk ∈ ACEj , assumingACRi will acquire or merge ACEj ,
we aim to predict whether the turnover rate REMGk

of the above employee group in the acquired com-
pany after the M&A event announced will increase significantly. More concisely, the input of our task
is an Acquirer-Acquiree-EmployeeGroup triplet (ACRi, ACEj , EMGk), the output is a binary variable
y ∈ {0, 1} where 1 means significant increase of turnover rate, 0 means no significant change. We
apply attributes and features defined in Section Raw Attributes and Feature Engineering to represent
all triplets.

Heterogeneous Organization-Employee Graph (HOEG)

Considering the flexibility and expressive power of graphs aswell as the heterogeneity of the post-M&A
data, we transform our data into heterogeneous graph data by building a Heterogeneous Organization-
Employee Graph (HOEG).

Definition 1. Heterogeneous Graph. Heterogeneous graph is a type of graph consisting of differ-
ent node types and link types. Let G < V,E > denote a graph, where V denotes the node set, E
denotes the edge set. Then G < V,E > is heterogeneous when it contains a list of nodes types
V = {V1, V2, ..., VN}, where N > 1. Each type Vi contains ni nodes: {ti,1, ti,2, ..., ti,ni

}. Equally, it
should also contain a list types of edges E = {E1, E2, ..., EM}, where each type Ei containsmi edges:
{ei,1, ei,2, ..., ei,mi

}.

For the post-M&A turnover trend prediction task, we define a special heterogeneous graph, namely,
Heterogeneous Organization-Employee Graph (HOEG), to represent all heterogeneous objects in our
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Figure 3. Overview of dual-fit heterogeneous GNN for triplet-based M&A turnover prediction
data. Figure 2 shows the meta graph of HOEG in which there are three types of core node, i.e.,
{V1=Acquirer Company, V2=Acquiree Company, V3=Employee Group}, three types of supplementary
nodes, i.e., {V4=Business Category, V5=Geo-location, V6=Investor}. The core node types correspond
to the input triplet (ACRi, ACEj , EMGk) while the supplementary nodes correspond to objects in at-
tribute columns of the input triplet. Figure 2 contains fewer nodes than the original data in Table 1
since we only built the graph on the training set.

Dual-fit Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network

Overview. Figure 3 shows an overview of ourDual-fit HeterogeneousGraphNeural Network (DHGNN)
for post-M&A turnover trend prediction. Our model mainly consists of two parts: Organization-
Organization Fit Network (OOFN, O-O Fit Network) and Person-Organization Fit Network (POFN,
P-O Fit Network). Given an input triplet (ACRi, ACEj , EMGk), we first locate the corresponding core
nodes as well as surrounding supplementary nodes in HOEG, these nodes automatically constitutes
two heterogeneous subgraphs, i.e., heterogeneous organization subgraph and employee subgraph. The
former subgraph is centered by acquirer, acquiree node ACRi, ACEj while the latter is centered by
acquirer node ACRi, employee group EMGk. O-O Fit Network (left part in Figure 3) will apply graph
convolution operations on ACRi, ACEj nodes to encode the attributes and heterogeneous neighbor-
hood into the hidden representations. Later we further concatenate two hidden vectors of ACRi, ACEj

and apply non-linear layer to explicitly generate an O-O Fit score, which aims to model the compat-
ibility, complementarity between the acquirer and acquiree. Similarly, P-O Fit Network (right part)
will encode essential information of ACRi and EMGk into their node representations and generate a
P-O Fit score, which models the compatibility between a certain employee group (in acquiree) and the
acquirer company. In the last step, we combine P-O Fit and O-O Fit vectors into one unit by non-linear
transformations and feed into the classification layer to make the final turnover trend prediction.
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Heterogeneous Message Passing

The fundamental idea of most GNNs is Message Passing – aggregating feature information from a
node’s direct (first-order) neighbors, such as GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2016) or GAT (Veličković et al.,
2018). The general message passing scheme given a node xi in graph is defined as follows:

x′
i = γ

(
xi, ρj∈Nϕ(xi, xj)

)
(2)

where ϕ is message function, depends on node feature xi, xj . ρj∈N denotes the aggregation function
(one can choose sum or average, etc,), γ is the update function, i.e., final transformation to obtain
new attributes after aggregating message. First, each node in the graph computes a message for each
of its neighbors. Then each node aggregates the messages it receives using a permutation-invariant
function (i.e., the order of message does not matter). Upon receiving the messages, each node updates
its attributes based on its current attributes and the aggregated messages.

Obviously, Message Passing assumes that the graph only contains one type of node and each node only
contain one type of feature (N in Eq.(3) means homogeneous neighbor and x is homogeneous feature).
The assumption is too strong for our setting. Actually, in HOEG, the Acquirer and Acquiree nodes
contain numerical content, such as “Company Size” and “Company Age”, whereas other node types
only contain categorical content. As a result, we require different feature transformations to handle
different types and dimensions of features.

To tackle the issues, we propose a novel Heterogeneous Message Passing method for HOEG. Specifi-
cally, we adopt a more flexible assumption that each node type may contain multiple features. Given
a node type, let Xi = {xi,1, xi,2, ..., xi,n} denotes the heterogeneous feature set for node vi. We define
a new message function that takes heterogeneous features:

ϕ(vi, vj) =

∑
xj,n∈Xj

[−−−−→
LSTM{F(xj,n)}

⊕←−−−−
LSTM{F(xj,n)}

]
|Xj |

(3)

where vi is the center node, vj is one of the neighbor node of vi, Xj is feature set of vj . As can be
seen, we use bi-directional LSTM (bi-LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to capture “deep”
interactions among heterogeneous features and encode them into the same feature space. F(·) denotes
feature transformer that ensures equal length input features.

⊕
denotes vector concatenation.

Next, we define a new aggregation function that works for aggregating heterogeneous neighbor nodes.
It consists of two steps: Intra-type Aggregation and Inter-type Aggregation. Intra-type aggregation
first aggregates all neighbor nodes of the same type and then inter-type aggregation combines all dif-
ferent types. For a specific node v, we iterate all its neighbors and get a list of tn types of nodes. For
each type t, we first perform intra-type aggregation:

ρt1(v) = Gtv′∈Nt(v){ϕ(v, v
′)} (4)

where Gt{·} denotes the aggregator for node type t, which can be fully connected network or recurrent
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neural network. We use a fully connected network as the aggregation function. Nt(v) denotes the
sampled type t neighbors for node v, here we adopt normalized sampling ratio to ensure balanced
samples among different types, that is, we use a fixed sampling ratio r0 times rt the ratio of type t

nodes in all graph nodes. ϕ(·) denotes the content aggregation function defined previously.

Then we perform inter-type aggregation to aggregate the above intra-type aggregation results of all
different types,

ρ2(v) = αv,vϕ(v, v) +
∑
t

αv,tρt1(v) (5)

where ϕ(v, v) denotes the aggregated content embeddings of node v itself. α(v, t) is the learnable
attention weights indicating the importance of the corresponding neighbor type t to node v, defined as
follows:

αv,t =
exp{ReLU(W⊤[ϕ(v, v)

⊕
ρt1])}∑

t∈T (v)
∪
{v} exp{ReLU(W⊤[ϕ(v, v)

⊕
ρt1])}

(6)

where ReLU(·) denotes the non-linear function of Rectified Linear Unit, W⊤ denotes the attention
parameter,

⊕
denotes concatenation. Lastly, we use the ρ2(v) to update the embedding of node v, in

other words, we use identity function as our updating function γ(·).

Basically, Eq.(4)-(7) constitutes the entire heterogeneousmessage passingmethod, which can aggregate
heterogeneous neighbor nodes as well as their heterogeneous contents.

Organization-Organization Fit and Person-Organization Fit

Recall that the input to our model is a triplet of (ACRi, ACEj , EMGk), we apply the O-O fit network
and P-O fit network to obtain two fit vectors and fit scores, which model the M&A deal fitness from
organization perspective and employee perspective, respectively.

O-O Fit Network and P-O Fit Network. In O-O fit network, we first apply two layers of Heteroge-
neous Message Passing function (defined in Eq. (4)-(7)) on the acquirer node vacri and acquiree node
vacej and their neighbor nodes to generate the aggregated feature embeddings xacr

i , xace
j ,

xacr
i = ρ2(ρ2(v

acr
i )), xace

j = ρ2(ρ2(v
ace
j )), (7)

The two embeddings above contains heterogeneous information such as “location”, “business cate-
gory”, “investors”, etc. Then we concatenate two embeddings and further apply a non-linear transfor-
mation layer to obtain the O-O fit vector, i.e., xacr,ace

i,j , which encodes the combinational information of
acquire and acquiree. Based on xacr,ace

i,j , we further calculate a scalar score (in [0, 1]) as O-O fit measure.
By later end-to-end training, the vector should learn what combinations of heterogeneous information
of two companies will result in a good fit that keeps the post-M&A turnover rate stable. For P-O fit,
we apply the similar procedures as O-O fit on the acquirer node vacri and the employee group node vemg

k

to obtain the P-O fit vector and P-O fit score. The training and loss function details of our model can
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be found in Section Loss Function and Model Training.

Experimental Results

Based on the data described in Section Data and Preliminary Analysis, we built a unified experimental
dataset in which each sample follows the format of

{
triplet | raw attributes | handcrafted features | het-

erogeneous neighbor nodes | target label
}
, which has the advantage of working for a wide range of base-

line models as well as our graph-based model. We split the entire dataset into training/validation/test
set using the ratio of 6:2:2. We then trained all models on the training set, tuned hyperparameters on
the validation set (except mean-based models below), and computed evaluation metrics on the test set.

Baselines, Evaluation Metrics and Implementation Details
We perform experimental analysis and comparison on the following models:

• Mean-based models: We consider two mean-based models as our baselines. First, we compute each
acquiree’s post-M&A turnover escalation using the corresponding mean estimate of all acquirees in
the same industry and with the same firm age. This model is denoted as Industry+Age. The second
mean-based model is denoted asEMG, which relies solely on employ group (EMG), i.e., using mean
estimates of all M&A deals with the same EMG as the predictions.

• Conventional ML models: We also built four conventional ML-based models on top of the hand-
crafted features as another set of baseline models, namely, Logistical Regression (LR), Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), and Random Forest (RF). We intend to demonstrate the
best-achievable prediction performance using ML models without embedding-based features.

• Existing GNN models: To show the effectiveness of our proposed model, we compare it against two
GNN-based models. First, we downgrade our heterogeneous network into a homogeneous one by
ignoring type variation of nodes and edges to train a GCN model (Kipf and Welling, 2016). Be-
sides, as an example of HGNN models, RGCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) is incorporated given its
popularity and fit to our problem.

• Our models: We include our Random Forest model built with embedding-based features, denoted as
Embedding+RF. Then we conduct an ablation study and further examine two downgraded versions
of our dual-fit model: O-O Fit and P-O Fit. Lastly, our proposed model Dual-Fit is included.

To evaluate the prediction performance of all models, we adopted a variety of classification metrics for
a comprehensive evaluation: Precision, Recall, F1-score, AUC (Area under the ROC Curve). We omit
Accuracy metric since it will be biased by our imblanced data (90% class 0). To obtain the best perfor-
mance of our model, we empirically tuned the hyperparameters on the validation set and performed
grid search over the following parameter values: learning rate = {0.00001, 0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001,
0.005, 0.01, 0.1}, batch size = {16, 32, 64, 128}, initial node feature dimension = {64, 128, 256, 512},
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Table 2. Overall Performances on Post-M&A Turnover Prediction

Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%) AUC (%)Macro Micro Macro Micro Macro Micro
Mean-based models Industry+Age 52.75 79.78 55.99 55.96 46.93 63.07 59.84

EMG 51.93 79.11 54.23 52.97 44.88 60.46 56.62

Conventional ML models
LR 53.06 80.06 56.64 56.61 47.45 63.64 58.79
SVM 52.57 79.64 55.61 55.65 46.64 62.82 58.05
DT 57.95 83.76 66.44 66.41 55.81 71.78 70.88
RF 58.37 84.03 67.20 67.18 56.49 72.40 72.88

Existing GNN models GCN 68.56 83.11 58.97 85.32 59.43 82.7 72.11
RGCN 68.98 83.24 59.12 85.88 59.81 83.3 72.98

Our models
Embedding+RF 69.5 84.58 57.8 87.1 59.04 82.76 72.85
O-O Fit 69.85 83.44 59.36 86.89 60.58 83.98 73.39
P-O Fit 66.18 82.13 56.71 85.16 58.92 82.33 71.54
Dual-fit (DHGNN) 70.51 84.96 60.27 87.71 62.31 84.98 74.53

embedding dimension = {64, 128, 256}. To ensure robust results, we ran the fine-tuning 10 times and
take the average. The optimal hyperparameters for our model are: learning rate = 0.001, batch size
= 512, initial node feature dimension = 128, embedding dimension = 128. We also performed grid
search for baseline models and reported their best performances.

Results Analysis
Overall Prediction Performance and Ablation Study. Table 2 shows the performance of all models
using the default classification threshold (0.5) where bold numbers indicate the best results. Regard-
ing the overall prediction performance on both classes (i.e., turnover escalation and non-escalation),
we examined the AUC and F1-score and observed that: our complete model (Dual-fit) achieved the
best results among all models. This confirms the superiority of our Heterogeneous GNN model over
the mean-based models, conventional ML models as well as existing GNNs. Mean-based models are
simple and fast, but does not have strong predictive power, whereas, ML models learn strong patterns
that can generalize to test data. The results of our exploratory model (Embedding+RF) were secondary
best, indicating that pre-trained embeddings can serve as feature augmentation, which aligns with our
intuition of learning better M&A object embeddings using heterogeneous graph. We also conducted
ablation studies to examine each component in our model. We compared our complete model with each
of our sub-models (O-O fit and P-O fit) and observed that: O-O fit network alone yielded acceptable
performance (better than RF+Embedding), whereas, P-O fit alone gave relatively poor results (worse
than RF). This indicates O-O fit played a more important role than P-O fit in M&A fit modeling. As
only combining them together resulted in better performances, it is evident that both O-O and P-O fit
contributes to the superior performance of the entire model.

Discussions on Fit Scores. We continue our discussions on the two fit scores by visualizing their
distribution using a Heat Map in Figure 4. Each of the two fit scores are binned into 10 equal-width
bins (thus 2D squares in the plot). In each square, the color shade indicates the proportion of Turnover
Escalation cases, i.e., darker color indicates more turnover escalations. A 2D Gaussian filter is applied
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Figure 4. Overall distribution of fit scores Figure 5. Distribution of fit scores by EMG

to increase the smoothness of the distribution. We have several interesting observations from Figure 4.
First, there is a clear and smooth transition of color shades from bottom-left to top-right, which well
reflects that our two fit scores largely coincide with true Turnover Escalations. Second, most of the
darker squares reside in the near-diagonal regions, implying that we should not overlook either of the
two fit scores when investigating post-M&A turnovers. Meanwhile, for the darker shades near the
bottom (marked by a red box), we can observe that when O-O fit score is low and P-O fit varies from
low to high, we may constantly get high turnover escalations, re-affirming our earlier argument that
O-O fit potentially contributes more in identifying Turnover Escalation cases.

Owing to our model’s unique capability of distinguishing different EMGs, we can investigate the dis-
tribution of the two fit scores in greater detail. We first segment all EMGs into IS-related (FUN #1, #2,
#5 groups in Table 3) and non-IS-related groups. Then, we plot the distribution of the two fit scores for
each group separately, as shown at the top of Figure 5. We observe a darker region in the top-left corner
of the non-IS plot, which indicates that non-IS employees have a higher chance of quitting if they can-
not fit in the new company even in the case of high O-O fit scores. Likewise, we re-segment all EMGs
into Manager-related (RES #1, #2, #3, and #7 groups in Table 3) and non-Manager-related groups and
show the fit score distribution at the bottom of Figure 5. We find that, in the plot of Manager-related
groups, darker squares digress from the diagonal. It may imply that senior-level employees are more
likely to quit if single fit scores is too low (i.e., the fit scores are notably unbalanced).

Conclusion
In this paper, we study how to predict post-M&A turnover escalation at a fine-grained level by con-
sidering both the merging firm-level fit and the person-level fit. To the best of our knowledge, this is
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the first work that tackles this problem using a heterogeneous graph neural network (GNN) approach
to extract the dual-fit of the three-way relationship among acquirer, acquiree, and the employees. We
propose a novel heterogeneous GNN approach with a dual-fit design (DHGNN), to extract informa-
tive node feature representations of the three-way relationships, which reveal rich semantic, structural
patterns that would not be uncovered by the traditional classification models or homogeneous graph
models. We conducted extensive experiments on real-world datasets to show that DHGNN signifi-
cantly outperformed all the benchmarking methods based on classification metrics and the importance
of our dual-fit design and effectiveness of the heterogeneous graph node embeddings. Our discussions
on the two fit scores showcase the advantage of dual-fit model design and reveal interesting insights of
post-M&A turnover escalation.

We discuss some limitations which help foster more future research. First, despite that our model
demonstrates its superiority for the task at hand, it is still challenging to understandwhich factors/features
are most effective. Given the heterogeneous network nature of our model, popular methods for model
interpretability (e.g., SHAP Lundberg and Lee, 2017) are not directly adoptable. We are dedicated to
enhance our model’s interpretability as a critical next step. Moreover, our current method does not
consider financial attributes mainly due to data unavailability for private companies. It would also be
interesting to investigate how financial information could impact post-M&A turnover escalation.
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Appendix

Data Details

We have several major observations of our data sample:

• M&A deals, acquirer and acquiree: There are in total 2,566 M&A deals and 1,861 acquirers. Each ac-

quiree associates with only one M&A transaction. The majority of M&A transactions occurred between

2010 and 2018 (Figure 6).

• Geo-location: The firms in our data sample are distributed in 947 different US cities, most of which are

located at ‘New York’, ‘San Francisco’, and ‘Austin’ (Figure 7).

• Industry keywords: There are 48 distinct industry keywords attached to the firms in our dataset, which

characterize firms’ market sectors. These industry keywords are more granular categorizations compared

with other standard industry codes, such as SIC code3. We provide a Word Cloud in Figure 8 showing

common keywords, including ‘Software’, ‘Internet Services’, and ‘Data and Analytics’. Note that, on

average, each firm is associated with 3.5 industry keywords.

• Employee and job records: We have accumulated substantial employment-related data of acquiree firms,

including 800K employees and over 1.2M job records. Each acquiree has an average of 327 employees

and each employee has averagely 1.5 job records. Figure 9 outlines the dates on when these workers joined

(START year) and departed (END year) their employers. We can observe that the bulk of career transitions

occurred in 2010-2018, which chronologically align with the occurrences of most M&A transactions.

• Employee groups: To better understand turnover behaviors of different employee groups, we conduct a

clustering analysis to generate 64 employee groups. Next subsection will discuss more analytical details.
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Common Job Terms

FUN and RES job terms are clustered into eight groups respectively. Table 3 showcases the common
job terms in each group.

Table 3. Common Job Terms in FUN and RES Groups.

Group Functionality Responsibility

1 project, technical, engineering, development, sup-
port technical, technology, production

manager, manager senior, supervisor, manager re-
gional, director management, associate manager

2 software, systems, solutions, enterprise, qa, security,
solution, tech, development software, digital

lead, representative, director senior, leader, senior,
associate senior, designer senior, lead senior

3 business, business development, strategic, corpo-
rate, business operations, strategy

vp, vice, rep, operator, controller, co, owner, clerk,
vice president

4 customer service, service, customer, customer sup-
port, care customer, customer success

editor, writer, producer, artist, senior writer, editor
senior, associate producer, editor writer

5 data, test, research, technology, field, information
technology, healthcare

engineer, engineer senior, developer, technician, en-
gineer lead, engineer principal, engineer staff

6 operations, product, support, team, program, quality,
system, hr, network, channel

specialist, analyst, consultant, analyst senior, consul-
tant senior, advisor, expert, consultant principal

7 supply chain, retail, commercial, electrical, store,
products, storage, travel, purchasing

director, president vice, executive, head, executive
senior, associate director, director regional

8 finance, financial, market, contract, compliance, ac-
counting, accounts, credit, accounts strategic

intern, associate, assistant, trainer, recruiter, instruc-
tor, trainee, internship, student, generalist

Raw Attributes and Feature Engineering

Regarding all triplets (ACRi, ACEj , EMGk) in our data, we have basic attributes and handcrafted
features as shown in Table 4. The attributes reflect different aspects of the queried company pair
and employee group, provide valuable information concerning the acquirer-acquiree fit and person-
organization fit. For initial exploration, we developed a Random Forest (RF) model considering its
good interpretability and robustness. More details can be found in Section Experimental Results.
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Table 4. Raw Attributes and Hand-crafted Features for Post-M&A Turnover Prediction.

Attributes & Features Remarks

Firm-level

Business category Industry keywords
Geo-location City, State, Country
Firm size Number of Employees
Firm age Number of Years since establishment
Investors Investors who have invested the firm
Executives Executive members in the firm
Business proximity Shared industry keywords
Geographic proximity Located in the same city, state, or country
Investor proximity Shared investors
Relative size Ratio of acquiree size over acquirer size

Employee-level Job titles Job function and responsibility terms
Past employment records Previous employers and job records

Loss Function and Model Training

Following the model design in Section Organization-Organization Fit and Person-Organization Fit,
as the final step, for the input triplet (ACRi, ACEj , EMGk), we use the O-O fit vector xacr,ace

i,j and P-O
fit vector xacr,emg

i,k to generate O-O fit score soo and P-O fit score spo respectively via fully-connected
layers and non-linear activation function (sigmoid). Each score is in the range of [0, 1]. Lastly an
overall fit score si,j,k for the input triplet is obtained by averaging O-O fit and P-O fit scores, i.e.,
si,j,k = (soo + spo)/2. We train the entire model using the cross-entropy as the loss function and adopt
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) for mini-batch stochastic gradient descent,

L = −
∑

i,j,k∈B
[yi,j,k · log(1− si,j,k) + (1− yi,j,k · log(si,j,k))] (8)

where B denotes one random batch of the entire triplets data, (i, j, k) ∈ B stands for the indices for
the triplet from the current batch. yi,j,k is the groundtruth label of turnover escalation. To be noted,
the fit score si,j,k has opposite optimization direction to the turnover escalation prediction variable. In
other words, the larger the fit score is (i.e., si,j,k → 1), the less likely a turnover escalation happen (i.e.,
yi,j,k = 0).
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